
Hi! Welcome to 
61A Discussion :)

We will begin at 5:10! 
Attendance: go.cs61a.org/ben-disc

Slides: cs61a.bencuan.me



Announcements
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▣ Ants is due today!

▣ HW5 due next Tuesday

□ Please fill out the midsemester survey!

▣ Midterm next Thursday

□ See logistics post on Piazza

□ No discussion next Thursday

□ Review lab next Tuesday



Agenda
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▣ Attendance

▣ Linked Lists

▣ Iterators and Generators



Linked Lists



Lab review (1)

▣ Basically a tree with only one branch (rest)

▣ Create with Link(first, rest)

▣ First is a label, rest is always a link

▣ Check empty: lnk is Link.empty



Lab review (2)

class Link:
empty = …
def __init__(self, first, rest=Link.empty):

self.first = first
self.rest = rest

s = Link(1, Link(2))



Quick recap on mutation:

Mutation = whenever you change the actual object
If you’re simply rearranging an arrow in an environment diagram, this is NOT a mutation!

is it a mutation?



Linked List Demo (Q1)



Linked List Demo (Q1)



Quick recap on mutation:

Mutation = whenever you change the actual object
If you’re simply rearranging an arrow in an environment diagram, this is NOT a mutation!

is it a mutation?

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No



Linked List Coding

def build_link(s):
result = Link.empty
while s is not Link.empty:

new_value = do stuff with link.first
result = Link(new_value, result)
s = s.rest

return result



Some code writing (Q2)

Hints:
● This is a mutative function: remember what counts as a mutation!
● It is usually easier to change rest instead of first
● The iterative and recursive versions are similar in complexity

>>> remove_all(l1, 2)



Some code writing (Q2)

def remove_all(link, value):

return None



Iterators and 
Generators



Type Comparison Chart
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   Iterables
   for, [1], “hi”

   Iterators
   iter(), next()

   Generators
   yield



More specific comparisons
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▣ Iterables: anything that can be used in a for loop
□ Lists, strings, dictionaries, iterators, generators, ranges...

▣ Iterators: a specific object type created using 
iter() that you can call next() on

▣ Generators: created with the yield statement, 
runs to next yield every next(gen) call



Anatomy of an Iterator
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<- iterable can be a list, string, other iterator, etc.

<- It’s safe to do  while true here since StopIteration is guaranteed to occur!

Calling next is like doing k+=1 in a while loop: do it only once!!



Quirks and Features
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▣ Iterators can only be run through once!
□ Doing a for loop a second time will do nothing

▣ next() can ONLY be called on iterators, not iterables!
□ Calling next([1,2,3]) will error because lists aren’t iterators.

▣ For loops automatically call next() and end on 
StopIteration
□ Do not call next() in a for loop! Use while loops instead



Iterables are super useful!!
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Try some WWPD… (Q3)
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Anatomy of a Generator
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<- return replaced with a yield. Pauses here until next() is called again

<- defined the same way as a normal function!

pythontutor

http://pythontutor.com/composingprograms.html#code=def%20countdown%28n%29%3A%0A%20%20%20%20print%28%22Beginning%20countdown!%22%29%0A%20%20%20%20while%20n%20%3E%3D%200%3A%0A%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20yield%20n%0A%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20n%20-%3D%201%0A%20%20%20%20print%28%22Blastoff!%22%29%0A%20%20%20%20%0Ac%20%3D%20countdown%285%29%0Aa1%20%3D%20next%28c%29%0Aa2%20%3D%20next%28c%29%0Aa3%20%3D%20next%28c%29%0Aa4%20%3D%20next%28c%29%0Aa5%20%3D%20next%28c%29%0A&cumulative=true&curInstr=0&mode=display&origin=composingprograms.js&py=3&rawInputLstJSON=%5B%5D


Quirks and Features
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▣ Do not call generators like functions, this will 
not work!! (do next(gen), not gen())

▣ Generators can be infinite (so don’t call list(gen) or 
put generators into a list comprehension)

▣ Creating multiple instances of 
the same generator: each one 
is tracked separately



Hints:

● Iterable, not iterator! Think for loops



A quick note on yield from
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▣ It’s not as bad as you think!!

▣ Basically just calling yield a bunch of times

def gen1():
yield 1
yield 2
yield 3

def gen2():
yield from [1, 2, 3]

(BONUS)
def gen3():

yield from gen2()



Hints:
 - Don’t worry about how 
is_prime works, just use it!
 - Base case? recursive case?

(How do we make the 
problem simpler for yield 
from?)




